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About This Content

El Dorado is the fifth expansion to Europa Universalis IV and brings to life the conquests, creeds and discoveries synonymous
with the Age of Exploration. The centerpiece of the latest addition is the Nation Designer, which allows the customization of a

starting nation in a campaign and further enhances EU4’s already near infinite replayability.

This expansion’s focus on Central America and South America introduces new religions whilst impactful theaters of exploration
will challenge you with new decisions worthy of a king or conqueror. As the Aztecs, subject the Mexican plain to your rule but

be sure to have enough vassal kings to sacrifice to your angry gods. As the Europeans, push deeper into the jungles of the
Amazon, following rumors of lost cities and magical fountains.

Whatever path you choose, El Dorado is sure to be a golden addition to your Europa Universalis IV playing experience.

Main features:
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A deep Nation Designer gives you new starting options for your games, including national ideas and custom monarchs.

Experience the new Nahuatl, Inti and Mayan religions with blood sacrifices or Sun Worship.

Send your conquistadors to hunt for the Seven Cities of Gold, or your explorer on exploration missions around the
world.

Gold Fleets can traffic New World wealth back to Europe, and be targeted by your privateer fleets.

Use your trade fleets to hunt dangerous pirates.

Maintain good relations with the Pope so you can get a corner of the world to call your own in the Treaty of Tordesillas.
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Title: Expansion - Europa Universalis IV: El Dorado
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Paradox Development Studio
Publisher:
Paradox Interactive
Franchise:
Europa Universalis
Release Date: 26 Feb, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP/Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor:Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz eller AMD 3500+

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce 8800 or ATI Radeon® X1900, 512mb video memory required

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:2 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X- compatible soundcard

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Controller support: 3-button mouse, keyboard and speakers. Internet Connection or LAN for multiplayer

English,German,French
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this is early access and thats why i cant blame it for being like it is. but it really sucks. Its ok for the price. So if you like trying
indie games without much expectation then perhaps you will find this one worth it for you.. The game is too simple. Add more
enemies. And more lore. And bosses. And bonfires. The connection to Murakami's work seems to be in reference only- I
wouldn't say the game explores many of the themes common in Murakami's work. When the game worked, it was pretty
whimsical. When it didn't, it was an obtuse chore. Best played with a guide to avoid visiting the same locations over and over to
see if anything's changed.. This badly cropped asset-rip game is terrible in all ways.

- repetitive 1 track of music
- anime heads' white outlines from bad cropping is visible
- the puzzles are predetermined, this is nothing more than a reaction test.
- Bottles spawn in the same few places constantly in collect mode and has no clear win condition.
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Great graphics and overall art style. Reminds me of the turret puzzles in portal with the great twist of super hot. The game could
use some music though but for the first day of release it is great.. Haven't played much, but I am sold on the Macross
experience.. A brilliant RPGmaker game

Part farming sim
Part Pokemon
But a ton of fun

It is very well made, but have a few bugs.
Definatly worth the money.. the map was ok but short and easy, if you compare it to illusion. unless you want to get
disappointed you should play this before you do illusion.. Kill their men.
Sleep with their women.
This is the way of the doomslayer... THE DOOMSLAYER OF PUSS *airhorn dubstep*. Fan of GDS- WMMA series from the
initial to the 4th installment. After I finally got burnt out from playing those, I decided to try TEW. I think its a bit more tedious
then WMMA series mainly because you have to book the result/angles/appease the lockeroom/etc but I feel there is more
micromanaging prowess in comparison to WMMA series. If you are unsure whether or not you like complete/ultimate power
running everything, then try the demo at GreyDog Software website.

The game is has great mods as well that you can get from the GreyDog Software forums, so you can actually use use world
mods/etc.

Fun game.. 5\/10
Poor gameplay. Poor narrative experience. Good mechanics.. Fun making videos and learning new techniques.

 Sub plæs  . not really that fun
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